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Outline

- Principles common to experiments!

- The Experimental Results!

- What’s going on in the low mass region.!

- Latest Exclusions in the high mass region!

- Long standing issue:  DAMA/LIBRA 
modulation!

- Concluding Remarks
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Direct Detection
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Patrick Decowski - Nikhef/UvA

Preliminaries

Sun velocity vector pointing 
roughly to Cygnus

WIMP
from galactic halo

Target Nucleus
in laboratory

v~220 km/s v~0 km/s

ER~30 keVr

θR

WIMP

Elastic collision

ER =

µ2v2
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(1� cos ✓) vmin =

s
mTEth

2µ2

Assume WIMP is not only gravitationally interacting
M. W. Goodman and E. Witten, Phys. Rev. D 31, 3059 (1985).
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Assume that the dark matter is not only gravitationally interacting 
(WIMP).

- Elastic scatter of a WIMP off a nucleus!
- Imparts a small amount of energy in a recoiling nucleus!
- Can occur via spin-dependent or spin-independent channels + 

others (arXiv:  1308.6288)!
- Need to distinguish this event from the overwhelming number of 

background events
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Interaction Rate
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local properties  
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“form factor” (quantum mechanics 
of interaction with nucleus)

“reduced mass” 

integral over local WIMP velocity 
distribution 

minimum WIMP velocity for given ER

The Gory Details:
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- Elastic scattering of WIMP 
deposits small amounts of 
energy into a recoiling 
nucleus (~few 10s of keV)!

- Featureless exponential 
spectrum with no obvious 
peak, knee, break ... !

- Event rate is very, very low.!

- Radioactive background of 
most materials is higher than 
the event rate.

Total  Event Rate!
 (mχ = 100 GeV/c2,  σχ-n = 10-45 cm2) 

Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano / Fermilab Seminar / 2013
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Direct Detection Event Rates
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Direct Detection Principles
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COUPP, PICASSO 
PICO, SIMPLE

SuperHeated 

PHONONS

Recoil	

Energy

LIGHT

IONIZATION

CDMS, Edelweiss XENON, LUX, 
DarkSide, ZEPLIN

DAMA/LIBRA, KIMS, 
ANAIS, SABRE

CRESST

CoGeNT,   
CDMSlite, MALBEK TEXANO, CDEX

CUORE
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Summary:  Detection Principles

-Easy in principle, hard in practice!
- Significant uncertainties/unknowns in estimating DM 

event rates and energy spectrum!

- Background rates overwhelm the most optimistic DM 
scattering rates.!

- Experiments need to be sited at substantial depth since 
neutrons look like WIMPs in our detectors.!

- Long exposures —> Large masses, long term detector 
stability
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Minimize Backgrounds
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Site experiments underground.

Introduction Rate modulation Bolometers Noble gases Others

Underground laboratories

Need at least 1000 m rock 
(~3000 mwe) overburden!
to reduce muon rate by ~105
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Minimize Backgrounds
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Active Muon Veto:   
rejects events from cosmic rays

SCDMS active muon veto

- Scintillating panels!
- Water/Liquid Scintillator Shield

LUX Water Tank - Inside View LUX water shield
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Minimize Backgrounds
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Polyethyene:  moderate 
neutrons produced from 
fission decays and from (α,n) 
interactions resulting from U/
Th decays

Pb: shielding from 
gammas resulting from 
radioactivity

Use Passive Shielding

Low Activity Lead Polyethylene

µ-metal (with copper inside)

Ancient lead

40 cm

22.5 cm

10 cm

SCDMS - Layers of Polyethylene and Lead
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Minimize Backgrounds
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XENON1T purification loop with large charcoal tower. 

222Rn Removal in Online Purification 

Rn can be removed by cryo-adsorption on charcoal 
Demonstrated in Borexino (for LN2) and GERDA (for LAr)

Xenon purification loop with large charcoal tower 

Optimization of purification efficiency by selection of 
charcoal with appropriate micro-pore structure

Mobile Radon Extraction unit 
(MoREx) @ MPIK to test 

efficiency of various charcoals 
for Rn removal  from Xe 

Friday, February 24, 2012

222Rn Removal in Online Purification 

Rn can be removed by cryo-adsorption on charcoal 
Demonstrated in Borexino (for LN2) and GERDA (for LAr)

Xenon purification loop with large charcoal tower 

Optimization of purification efficiency by selection of 
charcoal with appropriate micro-pore structure

Mobile Radon Extraction unit 
(MoREx) @ MPIK to test 

efficiency of various charcoals 
for Rn removal  from Xe 

Friday, February 24, 2012

mobile radon extraction unit @ MPIK

Krypton and Radon Mitigation
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Minimize Backgrounds
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http://radiopurity.org Supported by AARM, LBNL, MAJORANA, SMU, SJTU & others

Use Clean Materials

http://radiopurity.org
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Minimize Backgrounds
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Introduction

Image S. Hertel

CRESST, 
DarkSide, 
Edelweiss, LUX, 
SuperCDMS, 
XENON, etc.

Patrick Decowski - Nikhef/UvA

Particle-dependent Response

χ, n

β,ɣ 

Image E.Pantic

CDMS, CRESST, DarkSide, 
LUX, XENON etc. 
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Patrick Decowski - Nikhef/UvA

Particle-dependent Response

χ, n

β,ɣ 

Image E.Pantic

CDMS, CRESST, DarkSide, 
LUX, XENON etc. 
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yield =
Echannel1

Echannel2

Discrimination Power:  Particle Dependent Response
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Where Are We Now?
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SNOWMASS 2013

*These plots assume spin-independent couplings & SHM
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The Low Mass Region
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CoGeNT
- Location:  Soudan 

Underground Laboratory, 
Minnesota, USA!

- 440 g HPGe ionization 
spectrometer!

- Data collection from Dec. 4, 
2009 - Mar. 6, 2011 (442 live 
days)!

- Data collection interrupted due 
to fire.!

- Data collection resumed July 
2011.

Dark Matter Searches Rick Gaitskell, Brown University, LUX / DOE

CoGeNT Experiment

•Single 440 g HPGe ionization spectrometer
•Located in Soudan Underground Lab
•Timeline
Data taking started Dec. 2009
Soudan Fire Mar. 2011
Data taking resumed July 2011

Figures/Information from 
D Fustin (UChicago Thesis, 2012)
J Collar (Brown Colloquium, Feb 2012), 
E Dahl (Stanford Colloquium, Feb 2012), 
J. Orrell, TAUP Sept 2011

Based on a phenomenon ~40 years old (embarrasing!)

Bulk signal acceptance
monitored down to 1 keVee
via L/K EC peak ratios and pulser 
calibrations.
Working on characterizing 
surface background rejection 
(large exposure required).

COGENT running 
~20 m away from CDMS
(just to keep them honest… ;-)

Making an excellent detector even better:
PPCs can reject surface events using rise-time cuts

inner Pb liner <0.01 Pb-210 Bq/kg

NOT nearly “best effort” yet.
MAJORANA Demonstrator
background goal is ~x1000 lower

Charge 
Collection
time 
modelled
(small
 100 ns
correction)

Baby stays,
bath water goes

MAJORANA 
BEGe (ORNL simulation)

J Collar, Feb 2012
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CoGeNT
- First claim of excess in 2010.!

- Reject surface events using 
risetime cut (2011).!

- Peaks due to cosmogenic 
activation of Ge!

- After subtraction of known 
background, an exponential 
excess of events remains !

- Fits to a variety of light-
WIMP masses and couplings 
shown in inset of lower 
figure.
17
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FIG. 1: Top: Uncorrected (i.e., prior to threshold efficiency
correction) spectrum displaying all expected K-shell EC cos-
mogenic peak positions. The dotted histogram shows the
spectrum before rejection of surface background events. Bot-
tom: Uncorrected low-energy spectrum following removal of
surface events. Dotted Gaussian peaks show the predicted
L-shell EC contribution, devoid of any free parameters (see
text). A dashed line traces their envelope. A second dashed
line indicates the combined threshold efficiency (trigger +
software cuts) [1], an arrow pointing from it to the right scale.
Inset: Spectra corrected by this efficiency and stripped of L-
shell contribution and flat background component. Examples
of light WIMP signals are overlapped on it (see text).

the individual L-shell predictions in a background model
containing this envelope, an exponential and a constant
background. The resulting best-fit indicates a L-shell
contribution just 10% short of the nominal prediction,
well within its uncertainty. Fig. 2 shows the region of in-
terest (ROI) obtained when these irreducible spectra are
fitted by a sample model containing signals from WIMPs
of mass mχ and spin-independent coupling σSI , and a
free exponential background. As in [1], this ROI is de-
fined by the upper and lower 90% C.L. intervals for the
best-fit σSI , whenever the lower interval is incompatible
with a null value. This ROI is meant to direct the eye
to the region of parameter space where the hypothesis of
a WIMP signal dominating the irreducible background
events fares best, but it does not include astrophysical or
other uncertainties listed next. Reasonable uncertainties
in the germanium quenching factor employed (Fig. 4 in
[2], [10]) can shift this ROI by∼ ±1 GeV/c2. The present
uncertainty in the fiducial bulk volume of this detector
is O(10)% [1]. Departures from the assumption of a con-

FIG. 2: ROI extracted from the irreducible spectra in Fig. 1
(inset) under consideration of a light-WIMP hypothesis. A
small dotted line bisects it, approximately separating the do-
mains favored by the black dot (left) or unfilled circle (right)
spectra in Fig. 1. ROI definition and uncertainties able to
shift it are described in the text. The DAMA/LIBRA ROI
includes present uncertainties in its position [11], with the
exception of ion channeling [14], conservatively assumed to
be absent. Solid and dotted lines are CDMS limits from [15]
and [7], respectively. A dashed line corresponds to recent
XENON100 claims [8]. Uncertainties in these constraints and
those by XENON10 [16] are examined in [17, 18].

stant background in the model above can also displace
this region. A modest contamination of the spectrum by
surface events next to threshold [1, 6] would shift this
ROI to slightly higher values of mχ and lower σSI . The
additional exposure collected since [1] results in a much
reduced CoGeNT ROI, one in the immediate vicinity of
the parameter space compatible with the annual modu-
lation effect observed by DAMA/LIBRA [11, 12]. This
region of σSI , mχ space is populated by the predictions
of several particle phenomenologies. The reader is di-
rected to references in [1] and recent literature for ex-
amples. The same region has received recent attention
within the context of dark matter annihilation signatures
at the center of our galaxy, and anomalies in accelerator
experiments [13]. Fig. 2 also displays limits from other
searches, a subject treated again below.
A search for a WIMP-induced annual modulation in

dark matter detector data requires an exceptional low-
energy stability in the device. Fig. 3 shows that these
conditions are present for CoGeNT. The top panel dis-
plays daily averages in the detector electronic noise. Ex-
cessive excursions in this parameter would affect the sta-
bility of the detector threshold. These are not observed.
Precautions are taken to ensure that this noise is as sta-
ble as possible: for instance, by automatically refilling
the detector liquid nitrogen Dewar every 48h, the crystal
temperature and its associated leakage current are held
as constant as possible. The second panel shows the sta-
bility of the trigger threshold, derived from the difference
between the daily average baseline DC level in the trig-
gering channel and a constant (digitally fixed) discrimi-
nator level. The small excursions observed correspond to
a temperature drift in the digitizers (NI 5102) and shap-
ing amplifier (Ortec 672) of ∼ 1◦C. These small instabil-

Phys. Rev. D  88.12002
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CDMS II
- CDMS II:   30 detectors (19 Ge, 11 Si) installed 

and operated in the Soudan Underground 
Laboratory, MN, USA from Jun. 06 - Mar. 09.!

- Background rejection from measurement of  
ionization and phonons (read out by TES)!

- Science Results:  CDMS-Ge, CDMS-Si, Ge-Low 
Threshold, Annual Modulation

18

Five Tower Runs (2006-7)

30 ZIPs (5 Towers) installed in Soudan icebox: 
4.75 kg Ge, 1.1 kg Si

Significant improvements in new detectors:

• Grounded outer grid eliminates low-yield 
events from detector-detector 

crosstalk

• Somewhat reduced surface 

contamination (vs. T2)

T1 T2

T3T5T4
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Figure S1: The power of the primary background discrimination parameters, ionization yield
and phonon timing, is illustrated for a typical detector using in situ calibration sources. Shown
are bulk electron recoils (red points), surface electron events (black crosses) and nuclear recoils
(blue circles) with recoil energy between 10 and 100 keV. Top: Ionization yield versus recoil
energy. The solid black lines define bands that are 2� from the mean nuclear-recoil yield. The
sloping magenta line indicates the ionization energy threshold while the vertical dashed line is
the recoil energy analysis threshold. The region enclosed by the black dash–dotted lines defines
the sample of events that are used to develop surface-event cuts. Bottom: Normalized ionization
yield (number of standard deviations from mean of nuclear recoil band) versus normalized
timing parameter (timing relative to acceptance region) is shown for the same data. Events to
the right of the vertical red dashed line pass the surface-event rejection cut for this detector. The
red box is the WIMP signal region.
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Figure S1: The power of the primary background discrimination parameters, ionization yield
and phonon timing, is illustrated for a typical detector using in situ calibration sources. Shown
are bulk electron recoils (red points), surface electron events (black crosses) and nuclear recoils
(blue circles) with recoil energy between 10 and 100 keV. Top: Ionization yield versus recoil
energy. The solid black lines define bands that are 2� from the mean nuclear-recoil yield. The
sloping magenta line indicates the ionization energy threshold while the vertical dashed line is
the recoil energy analysis threshold. The region enclosed by the black dash–dotted lines defines
the sample of events that are used to develop surface-event cuts. Bottom: Normalized ionization
yield (number of standard deviations from mean of nuclear recoil band) versus normalized
timing parameter (timing relative to acceptance region) is shown for the same data. Events to
the right of the vertical red dashed line pass the surface-event rejection cut for this detector. The
red box is the WIMP signal region.
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Science 321:1619-1621, 2010;  PRL 106:131302, 2011;  PRL 111, 251301, 2013; arXiv:  1203.1309
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2013 Results:  CDMS II-Si Detectors

19

Observed 3 events.

- A profile likelihood analysis favors a WIMP+background 
hypothesis over the known background estimate as the source of 
our signal at the 99.81% C.L. (~3σ, p-value: 0.19%)

7 - 20 keV!
20 - 30 keV!
30 - 100 keV

Background Estimates

0.41+0.20
�0.08(stat.)+0.28

�0.24(syst.)

Surface Events:

Neutrons  
(cosmogenic + radiogenic):

< 0.13

206Po recoils from 210Pb 
decays: 

< 0.08
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SuperCDMS @ Soudan

20

- Currently operating 5 towers of advanced 
iZIP detectors (~9 kg Ge) in the existing 
cryostat at the Soudan Underground 
Laboratory.!

- After 3 years of operation, expected to 
improve sensitivity to spin-independent 
WIMP-nucleon interactions by a factor of 
~10 over existing CDMS II results.

SuperCDMS-Soudan 

!   Array of 15 iZIPs in the Soudan 
infrastructure built for CDMS-II 

!   >X10 sensitivity increase over CDMS-II  
!   Larger detector mass (x2.5 thicker detectors) 
! Fiducial fraction improved to 67% from 35% 
!   Surface background negligible 

January 29, 2013 
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CRESST−II

XENON 100

SuperCDMS
SNOLAB (Proj.)

SuperCDMS
Soudan (Proj.)

CDMS−EDW
CDMS−II

EDELWEISS

DAMA

CoGeNT

Projected$WIMP$sensiCvity$for$SuperCDMSI
Soudan$aVer$3$calendar$years$(Spring$2015).$

SuperCDMS$detector$installaCon$was$
completed$8$Nov$2011.$$Detectors$have$been$
operaCng$with$final$se[ngs$since$March$2012.$

SuperCDMS - Jeter Hall - Closing in on Dark Matter 6 

6   SuperCDMS & GEODM   Feb  2010 Paul Brink 

 iZIP/double-sided detectors with outer phonon channel 

to reject perimeter events.  

In iZIP charge electrodes interleaved with narrow strips 
occupied by phonon sensors.  

 Less phonon timing information for surface events 

 But now charge channels can veto surface events  

Baseline detector for > 100 kg Ge DM search : iZIP 

Installation complete 
Nov. 8, 2011.  Operating 
with final detector 
settings since Mar. 2012.
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SCDMS iZIPs:  Charge Signal

21

Bulk Events:  
Equal but opposite ionization 
signal appears on both faces of 
detector (symmetric)!
Surface Events:   
Ionization signal appears on one 
detector face (asymmetric)
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APL 103, 164105 (2013)
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SCDMS iZIPs:  Charge Signal
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SuperCDMS 
•  Carry out low mass search with 

improved detectors 
•  Utilizes iZIP technology 
•  Interleaved phonon and ionization 

sensors 
•  Surface event discrimination possible 

from surface E-field 

Ionization 
Sensor 

Phonon 
Sensor 

Side 1 Charge (keV) 
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Charge Surface Event Discrimination 
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bulk events (γ)!
surface events (γ + e-)

- ~50% fiducial volume (8-115 keVr)!
- < 0.6 events in 0.3 ton-years!
- Good enough for a 200 kg experiment 

run for 4 years at SNOLAB!

Bulk Events:  
Equal but opposite ionization 
signal appears on both faces of 
detector (symmetric)!
Surface Events:   
Ionization signal appears on one 
detector face (asymmetric)

APL 103, 164105 (2013)
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CDMSlite:  Principles

- Voltage assisted calorimetric ionization 
detection can improve energy resolution 
and threshold of bolometric devices. !

- Resulting Luke amplification has 
excellent energy resolution potentially 
down to 14 eeVee.

- Custom electronics were installed to allow 
biases above 10V!

- Disable one side of iZIP and raising that 
entire side to the bias voltage.!

- A voltage scan indicated 69 V was the 
optimal operating voltage.

23

G⇤ =
Et(V = 69)

Et(V = 0
=

1 + qNeV

1
= 24

!   Custom electronics were implemented 
!   Disabling one side of the iZIP and raising that entire side to the bias voltage 

!   Test runs were taken with a number of iZIPs in early 2012 
!   One detector, IT5Z2, was selected for an extended run 
!   The operating voltage was selected by maximizing the signal-to-noise 
!   The signal gain at 69V is 

substantial 

CDMSlite - detector 

September 11, 2013 CDMSlite - Jeter Hall - TAUP 2013 

bias%voltage%[V]%

Si
gn
al
%to

%N
oi
se
%

A%voltage%scan%was%done%on%this%detector%to%find%the%best%
opera3ng%voltage.%%At%low%voltages,%the%signal%increases%
linearly%with%no%change%in%noise.%%At%high%voltage,%an%onset%
of%leakage%current%is%observed.%%The%leakage%current%
increases%the%phonon%noise%reducing%the%signal?to?noise.%

G* =
Et (V = 69)
Et (V = 0)

=
1+ qNeV

1
= 24

*,For,electron,recoils!,

7 

The%standard%CDMS%
electronics%is%only%designed%
to%go%to%10%V.%%Custom%
electronics%were%required%to%
go%to%11%(and%beyond.)%%%%

CDMSLite'
•  As'a'result'of'

amplified'Luke'signal'

has'excellent'energy'

resolution'~'13'eVee'

•  Can'resolve'various'
Ge'activation'lines'
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CDMSlite: Results

24

CDMSlite – final spectrum 

September 11, 2013 CDMSlite - Jeter Hall - TAUP 2013 
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Energy [keVnr], bin width= 90 eVnr
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← NR threshold

CDMS-Si: m = 8.6 GeV/c2, σSI = 1.9 ×10−41 cm2

CoGeNT: m = 8.2 GeV/c2, σSI = 3.2 ×10−41 cm2

17 

Enr = Eee
1 + eVb

✏

1 + eVb
✏ Y (Enr)

Conversion keVee to 
keVnr

where Y is the 
ionization yield, 
defined to be unity for 
electron recoils.

Nuclear recoils create 
fewer charges than 
electron recoils.

1.3 keVee  !
activation line!
appears at !
5.3 keVnr

PRL 112, 041302, 2014
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SCDMS Low Mass WIMPs

Strategy:!
Lower the threshold as much 
as possible (1.6 keVnr trigger 
threshold).!

Trade-off:!
Background is difficult to 
reject below 10 keVnr.  Try to 
reject as much background as 
possible.

25

Op5mizing'for'Low'Mass'

3 

Experiments)with)lighter)targets)and)lower)thresholds)have)the)advantage)when)looking)

for)WIMPs)with)mass)<)10)GeV/c2)

Si%(A≈28)%
Ge%(A≈72)%
Xe%(A≈131)%

Vesc)=)544)km/s)

σ)=)10K41)cm2)

7'GeV/c2'WIMPHinduced'recoil'spectrum''
Analysis)

range)

Ge'is'a'rela5vely'heavy'target'so'
go'as'low'in'threshold'as'
possible''
!'trigger'threshold'(1.6'keVnr)'
'
Backgrounds'more'difficult'to'
reject'below'10'keVnr;'use'full'
capability'of'iZIPs'to'reject'as'
much'background'as'possible'
'

Our%strategy:%

Ra
te
'[c
ou

nt
s'd

ay
H1
'k
gH
1 'k

eV
H1
]'

Nuclear'recoil'energy'[keVnr]'

We)expect)background)events)in)the)signal)region!!)))Tradeoff)is)greater)sensi0vity)

to)low)mass)WIMPs.)
We expect background events in the signal region.
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Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)

26

Modeled'w/simulated'
data'based'on'sidebands'
and'calibra5on'
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- Backgrounds modeled with 
simulated data based on 
sidebands and calibration 
data.!

- Signal modeled with 
nuclear recoils from 252Cf 
calibration data rescaled for 
10 GeV/c2 WIMP.
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SCDMS Results: Low Threshold Analysis
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Total phonon energy [keV]
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Lindhard nuclear-recoil energy [keVnr]

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

w/'95%'WIMP'Confidence'Intervals'

UCLA'February'2014' 11'

95%)confidence)interval)for)

5,)7,)10)and)15)GeV/c2)WIMP)

arer)passing)BDT)selec0on)

Outer%radial%
events%

Eleven)candidates)seen,))6.2)+1.1)K0.8)expected)))

Detector'

95% C.L. interval for a!
5, 7, 10 and 15 GeV/c2 WIMP!
after passing BDT selection

Upper limit  was set based on 11 observed candidates events  
(predicted 6.2 +1.1 - 0.8 events).

Blas Cabrera - Stanford UniversityKibbe Science Lecture Page  

We performed a blind analysis and developed a background model 
that predicted 6.1 events. Unblinding 11 events were found. We are 

looking further at performance of IT5Z3 which had shorted outer ring.
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Total phonon energy [keV]
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Lindhard nuclear-recoil energy [keVnr]

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

IT2Z1 
IT2Z2 
IT5Z2 
IT5Z3

Detector Energy!
[keVnr] Bkgd

T1Z1 — 0.03 +0.01
−0.01

T2Z1 1.8, 1.9 1.4 +0.2 
−0.2 

T2Z2 1.7, 2.6 1.8 +0.4 
−0.3 

T4Z2 — 0.04 +0.02 
−0.02 

T4Z3 — 1.7 +0.4 
−0.3

T5Z2 5.8, 1.7,  
2.8, 2.2 1.1 +0.3 

−0.3 

T5Z3 7.5, 9.2,  
6.7 0.13 +0.06 

−0.04 

Found 11 events in box 
Expect 6.1    (stat+sys)+1.1!

−0.8

  5 GeV 
  7 GeV 
10 GeV 
15 GeV

SuperCDMS Soudan low threshold

Talks M12.07, M12.08 and M12.09 

arXiv:  1402.7137
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Future:  SuperCDMS @ SNOLAB

28

SuperCDMS SNOLAB Experiment

26

•SNOLAB 6010 mwe

!"#$%#&'($)*+,)-$'

.+&//%'0/*12"+3'4)-'$#56+*$'

7+,"-'+63'8)*9')/,"-'$2#"*3#65'

:#*/;)6'
<"4-#5"-+,)-'

80'!2#"*3#65'

!&#6;**+,)-'="/,-)6'.",)'

>-9)$,+,'+63'
3","&,)-$'

Room$temperature$Resistances:$
Ch$F2$119.5$Ohm$
Ch$D2$198.0$Ohm$

Ge iZIP 1.4 kg

Ge Tower 8.4 kg
Payload 110 kg of!
Ge & Si - capacity 400 kg Ge
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EDELWEISS
- Located in the Laboratoire Souterrain 

de Modane (LSM) between Italy and 
France.!

- Detectors instrumented with 
electrodes (charge) and NTD thermal 
sensors (phonons)

UCLA DM 2012. 22-24 February 2012. G. Adam Cox 

Edelweiss II at LSM (Frejus Tunnel)

2

• Cryogenic Ge Direct DM Search
• Charge/Heat detection
• 10 x 400 g detectors 2008-2010

cryostat 

Polyethylene 
shield Pb shield  

Muon Veto 

Neutron 
counter 

Radon detector (~ mBq/m3)

3He thermal neutron counter 
  ! ~few 10-9 n/cm2/s

Clean room + 
  Deradonized Air

Reverse Cryostat
4800 m.w.e.  

4.1 +- 1.0 muons / m2 / day

Gadolinium-loaded Scintillator to 
measure muon-induced neutron flux

50 cm

20 cm

18 mK (up to 40 kg)

98% coverage
~100 m2

Al electrodes
"fiducial" and "veto"

"guard"

NTD thermal 
sensor

Friday, 24 February 12

29

UCLA DM 2012. 22-24 February 2012. G. Adam Cox 

Gamma Band and Nuclear Recoil Band

4

neutrons 133Ba (347k events)

Ge recoil Ion yield = 0.16 Erec
0.18 1 NR for every 30k gammas 

between 20 and 200 keV 

P. Di Stefano, et al., Astropart. Phys. 14 (2001) 329.
O. Martineau, et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 530 (2004) 426. A. Broniatowski, et al., Phys. Lett. B 681 (2009) 305.

Friday, 24 February 12
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4

× exp

!

−
(Er − Er0)2

2σ2
r

−
(Ei −Qn Er0)2

2σ2
i

"

.

This function is normalized for a cross section σSI =
10−6 pb and an exposure of 1 kg·d, as it scales triv-
ially with these parameters. For each detector and each
WIMP mass, we then define a WIMP search region in
the (Er, Ei) plane as the region containing 90% of all the
calculated WIMP signal density below the gamma rejec-
tion cut, mentioned above. For example, Fig. 3 shows
the function ρ and the WIMP search region for ID3 and
Mχ = 10 GeV.
The parameters Qn(Er), σr and σi, entering in the

definition of this WIMP search region, were cross-checked
using calibrations down to the lowest relevant energies:
the width of the gamma-ray band as well as the position
and width of the neutron band are compatible with the
measured baselines and with the parametrization Qn =
0.16 (Er/keV)

0.18 from [16].

III. BACKGROUNDS, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Several backgrounds were anticipated :

• Ionizationless pulses were the most prominent
background at very low energy, since we observe
between 1000 and 5000 such events above 5 keV
per detector. The rejection factor of the ionization
cut is of the order of ∼ 10−6, resulting in a negligi-
ble contribution to the remaining background.

• The residual fiducial gamma-ray background is es-
timated by extrapolation of the observed rate of
gamma-ray events in the energy range for which the
WIMP search region is limited by the 95% gamma
rejection cut. This range depends on the detector
and WIMP mass under consideration. For exam-
ple, for Mχ = 10 GeV its average value is 5.9 −
8.8 keV. The estimated background from Gaussian
leakage is then 2.5% times the measured number
of gamma events in that energy range, which leads
to an overall estimate of (1.2 ± 0.2) events. For
Mχ = 30 GeV this figure becomes (1.1±0.2) events.

• An upper limit on neutron backgrounds from dif-
ferent sources, as determined by the same combi-
nation of simulations and measurements as in [11],
was found to be 1.7 events in the energy range
5 − 20 keV for the exposure of 113 kg·d. A most
probable contribution of 1.0 events is expected from
radioactivity in the warm electronics, cables and
connectors.

• Surface interactions due to beta radioactivity are
rejected but we have not measured rejection factors
in the relevant 5− 15 keV energy range.
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FIG. 2. Scatter plot of heat vs ionization for all selected events
in the 113 kg·d WIMP search. Neutron calibration data are
also displayed as grey dots. The continuous (dashed) blue line
represents the 95% gamma-ray rejection cut for detector ID3
(ID401). The blue, circled points are events contained in the
WIMP search region for at least some WIMP masses.
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FIG. 3. Color map of the WIMP signal density ρ(Er, Ei) to-
gether with the 90% WIMP search box (red line) for a 10 GeV
WIMP in detector ID3. Overlaid are background (black dots)
and neutron calibration data (grey dots) for the same detec-
tor. The average position of the fiducial gamma-ray band and
the corresponding 95% rejection cut are shown as continuous
and dashed blue lines, respectively.

EDELWEISS II: Low Mass
- Search for low energy  

(E < 20 keV) WIMPs!

- EDELWEISS II Exposure!

- Data obtained in 2009 - 2010 
(14 months) !

- 113 kg-days in four ID Ge 
detectors !

- Observed 1 (3) events 
consistent with background 
expectations for WIMP masses 
10 GeV/c2 (30 GeV/c2).

30 Phys. Rev. D 86, 051701(R) (2012)

background!
neutron calibration!
90% WIMP (10 GeV/c2) 

ID3
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4 

A: +4  V 

B: �1.5V 

C:  �4  V 

D: +1.5V 

Bulk/Fiducial event 
Charge collected on 
electrodes A&C 

Surface event 
Charge collected on 
electrodes A&B 

Al electrodes ~100 nm NTD  Phonon/Heat sensor 
= calorimetric measurement 
of total energy (T=18 mK, 
'T a�0.1 PK/keV ) 
 
Al electrodes  
Ionization measurement      
(sub-keV resolution) 
 
Ionization yield 
Q = EI/ERec nuclear recoils 
have ~1/3 Q of e-recoils  

Event discrimination via simultaneous charge and phonon measurement 

Fiducial volume 

EDELWEISS Ge heat&ionisation detectors 

K. Eitel | TAUP 2013 | September 10, 2013 

NTD themal senor

EDELWEISS III

31

3 

EDELWEISS setup 

Cryostat 

n, polyethylene shield 

e+,e-, J� Pb shield  

P, Muon Veto 

P-n, Neutron 
counter 

K. Eitel | TAUP 2013 | September 10, 2013 

Detectors have been instrumented 
with interdigitated electrodes to 
measure charge and NTD thermal 
sensors to measure phonon signal.

Discrimination from ionization yield and charge 
collection symmetry improvement yield  
surface event misID to: 
< 4 x 10-5 misID events per kg-d (Er > 15 keV)
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EDELWEISS III - Status

32

February 2014!

- 36 FID detectors of mass 800g each 
installed!

- upgraded cryostat, readout electronics and 
kapton cables to improve resolution (30%)!

- New PE shield (10 x improvement in 
neutron backgrounds) and copper screens!

March 2014!

- Began Cryogenic Run!

Future:!

- Plans to combine SuperCDMS and 
EURECA for an ~200 kg larger experiment.
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Dual Phase Time Projection Chambers 

- Interactions in the liquid produce excitation and 
ionization.!

- Excitation leads to scintillation light emission!

- Ionization electrons are drifted with an applied 
electric field into the gas phase (S1).!

- In the gas phase, electrons are further accelerated 
producing proportional scintillation (S2).!

- PMTs on the bottom and top of the chamber 
record scintillation signals.!

- Distribution of S2 give xy coordinates, drift time 
gives z coordinates!

- Ratio of S2/S1 discriminates electron and nuclear 
recoils

33

Principle

E
ionization

excitation

Xe++ e−

+Xe

Xe
+
2

+e−

Xe∗∗+XeXe∗

+Xe

Xe∗2

2Xe

178 nm
singlet (3 ns)

2Xe

178 nm
triplet (27 ns)

! Bottom PMT array below cathode, fully immersed in LXe
to efficiently detect scintillation signal (S1).

! Top PMTs in GXe to detect the proportional signal (S2).

! Distribution of the S2 signal on top PMTs gives xy

coordinates while drift time measurement provides z

coordinate of the event.

! Ratio of ionization and scintillation (S2/S1) allows dis-
crimination between electron and nuclear recoils.

Guillaume Plante - XENON - DM2010 - February 26, 2010

Principle

E
ionization

excitation

Xe++ e−

+Xe

Xe
+
2

+e−

Xe∗∗+XeXe∗

+Xe

Xe∗2

2Xe

178 nm
singlet (3 ns)

2Xe

178 nm
triplet (27 ns)

! Bottom PMT array below cathode, fully immersed in LXe
to efficiently detect scintillation signal (S1).

! Top PMTs in GXe to detect the proportional signal (S2).

! Distribution of the S2 signal on top PMTs gives xy

coordinates while drift time measurement provides z

coordinate of the event.

! Ratio of ionization and scintillation (S2/S1) allows dis-
crimination between electron and nuclear recoils.

Guillaume Plante - XENON - DM2010 - February 26, 2010

(XENON, LUX*, DarkSide, PandaX and others)

*Results shown by Fiorucci on Tues.
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XENON Calibration Data

34

Electronic/nuclear recoil calibration data

⇠1% accuracy of S1,S2 position corrections using various � lines.

NR calibration data

AmBe source
beginning and end of run

ER calibration data
60Co and new 232 Th source
35⇥ science data

⇠99.5% ER rejection @ 50% NR acceptance

Emilija Pantic pantic@ucla.edu Aspen 2013 Direct Dark Matter Search with XENON100 11/25

11/25

2013 Closing in on Dark Matter - E. Pantic 

~99.5% ER rejection at 50% NR acceptance.
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XENON 100 RESULTS
- 224.6 live days acquired from Feb. 2011 to 

Mar. 2012 in fiducial mass 34 kg liquid 
Xe.!

- 2 events observed on a predicted 
background of 1.0 ± 0.2 background 
events (NR and ER 0.79 ± 0.16)!

- Red shading (below)  indicate nuclear 
recoil region measured by neutrons from 
241AmBe source.  !

- Grey dots (above) are events above the 
99.75% ER rejection line.!

- WIMP search region is restricted to  
3 - 20 PE in S1.

35 Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 181391 (2012)

99.75% ER Rejection Line
Profile Likelihood Analysis Threshold
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XENON 1T

- XENON 1T 
commissioning 
underground 
at LNGS starts 
in May 2014.!

- First science 
run expected to 
start by mid 
2015

36

The XENON1T experiment at Gran Sasso

• TPC with 1 m drift and ~3 tons of LXe

• Water shield surrounding the cryostat 
as Cherenkov muon veto

• Goal: reduce the background by a 
factor of 100 compared to XENON100

• Probe WIMP interactions down to ~ 2 x 
10-47 cm2

• Status: approved and funded

• Design of major infrastructures 
completed

• Construction in Hall B of LNGS to start 
in June 2013

Xe
3.5 ton 1 m

10 m

Water

29

XENON1T: DETECTOR

TPC Design
- reflects current XENON100 design
- informed by continuous updates from 
various R&D efforts and simulations
- 100 kV FT tested. Final version for 
XENON1T to be validated on Demonstrator 
- model implemented in Geant4 for 
background optimization
- material and selection selection ongoing

Tuesday, April 16, 13

1m
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LUX Calibration Data
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(a) Tritium ER Calibration
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S1 x,y,z corrected (phe)  

3
6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27keVnr

(b) AmBe and Cf−252 NR Calibration

FIG. 3. Calibrations of detector response in the 118 kg
fiducial volume. The ER (tritium, panel a) and NR (AmBe
and 252Cf, panel b) calibrations are depicted, with the means
(solid line) and ±1.28� from Gaussian fits to slices in S1
(dashed line). This choice of band width (indicating 10%
band tails) is for presentation only. Panel a shows fits to the
high statistics tritium data, with fits to simulated NR data
shown in panel b, representing the parameterizations taken
forward to the profile likelihood analysis. The ER plot also
shows the NR band mean and vice versa. Gray contours
indicate constant energies using an S1–S2 combined energy
scale (same contours on each plot). The dot-dashed magenta
line delineates the approximate location of the minimum S2
cut.

calibrations therefore include systematic e↵ects not
applicable to the WIMP signal model, such as multiple-
scattering events (including those where scatters occur
in regions of di↵ering field) or coincident Compton
scatters from AmBe and 252Cf �-rays and (n,�) reactions.
These e↵ects produce the dispersion observed in data,
which is well modeled in our simulations (in both
band mean and width, verifying the simulated energy
resolution), and larger than that expected from WIMP
scattering. Consequently, these data cannot be used
directly to model a signal distribution. For di↵erent
WIMP masses, simulated S1 and S2 distributions are
obtained, accounting for their unique energy spectra.

The ratio of keV
ee

to nuclear recoil energy (keV
nr

)
relies on both S1 and S2, using the conservative technique
presented in [29] (Lindhard with k = 0.11). NR data
are consistent with an energy-dependent, non-monotonic
reduced light yield with respect to zero field [30] with
a minimum of 0.77 and a maximum of 0.82 in the
range 3–25 keV

nr

[23]. This is understood to stem from
additional, anti-correlated portioning into the ionization
channel.

The observed ER background in the range 0.9–
5.3 keV

ee

within the fiducial volume was 3.1 ±
0.2 mDRU

ee

averaged over the WIMP search dataset
(summarized in Table I). Backgrounds from detector
components were controlled through a material screening

TABLE I. Predicted background rates in the fiducial volume
(0.9–5.3 keVee) [31]. We show contributions from the �-
rays of detector components (including those cosmogenically
activated), the time-weighted contribution of activated
xenon, 222Rn (best estimate 0.2 mDRUee from 222Rn chain
measurements) and 85Kr. The errors shown are both
from simulation statistics and those derived from the rate
measurements of time-dependent backgrounds. 1 mDRUee is
10�3 events/keVee/kg/day.

Source Background rate, mDRUee

�-rays 1.8± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys
127Xe 0.5± 0.02stat ± 0.1sys
214Pb 0.11–0.22 (90% C. L.)
85Kr 0.13± 0.07sys

Total predicted 2.6± 0.2stat ± 0.4sys
Total observed 3.1± 0.2stat

program at the Soudan Low-Background Counting
Facility (SOLO) and the LBNL low-background counting
facility [13, 26, 32]. Krypton as a mass fraction of xenon
was reduced from 130 ppb in the purchased xenon to
4 ppt using gas charcoal chromatography [33].
Radiogenic backgrounds were extensively modeled

using LUXSim, with approximately 80% of the low-
energy �-ray background originating from the materials
in the R8778 PMTs and the rest from other construction
materials. This demonstrated consistency between the
observed �-ray energy spectra and position distribu-
tion [31], and the expectations based on the screening
results and the independent assay of the natural Kr
concentration of 3.5 ± 1 ppt (g/g) in the xenon gas [34]
where we assume an isotopic abundance of 85Kr/natKr
⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�11 [31]. Isotopes created through cosmogenic
production were also considered, including measured
levels of 60Co in Cu components. In situ measurements
determined additional intrinsic background levels in
xenon from 214Pb (from the 222Rn decay chain), and
cosmogenically-produced 127Xe (T

1/2 = 36.4 days),
129mXe (T

1/2 = 8.9 days), and 131mXe (T
1/2 =

11.9 days). The rate from 127Xe in the WIMP search
energy window is estimated to decay from 0.87 mDRU

ee

at the start of the WIMP search dataset to 0.28 mDRU
ee

at the end, with late-time background measurements
being consistent with those originating primarily from
the long-lived radioisotopes.
Neutron backgrounds in LUX were constrained by

multiple-scatter analysis, with a conservative 90% upper
C.L. placed on the number of expected neutron single
scatters with S1 between 2 and 30 phe of 0.37 in
the 85.3 live-day dataset, with simulations predicting a
considerably lower value of 0.06 events.
We observed 160 events between 2 and 30 phe (S1)

within the fiducial volume in 85.3 live-days of search
data (shown in Fig. 4), with all observed events being
consistent with the predicted background of electron
recoils. The average discrimination (with 50% NR
acceptance) for S1 from 2-30 phe is 99.6 ± 0.1%, hence

PRL 112.091303

Data

Simulation + 
Data

Tues:  Fiorucci
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0.64 ± 0.16 events from ER leakage are expected below
the NR mean, for the search dataset. The spatial
distribution of the events matches that expected from the
ER backgrounds in full detector simulations. We select
the upper bound of 30 phe (S1) for the signal estimation
analysis to avoid additional background from the 5 keV

ee

x-ray from 127Xe.
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FIG. 4. The LUX WIMP signal region. Events in the
118 kg fiducial volume during the 85.3 live-day exposure are
shown. Lines as shown in Fig. 3, with vertical dashed cyan
lines showing the 2-30 phe range used for the signal estimation
analysis.

Confidence intervals on the spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon cross section are set using a profile likelihood
ratio (PLR) test statistic [35], exploiting the separation
of signal and background distributions in four physical
quantities: radius, depth, light (S1), and charge (S2).
The fit is made over the parameter of interest plus three
Gaussian-constrained nuisance parameters which encode
uncertainty in the rates of 127Xe, �-rays from internal
components and the combination of 214Pb and 85Kr.
The distributions, in the observed quantities, of the four
model components are as described above and do not
vary in the fit: with the non-uniform spatial distributions
of �-ray backgrounds and x-ray lines from 127Xe obtained
from energy-deposition simulations [31].

The energy spectrum of WIMP-nucleus recoils is
modeled using a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity
distribution [36], with v

0

= 220 km/s; v
esc

= 544 km/s;
⇢

0

= 0.3 GeV/c

3; average Earth velocity of 245 km s�1,
and Helm form factor [37, 38]. We conservatively model
no signal below 3.0 keV

nr

(the lowest energy for which
direct NR yield measurements exist [30, 40]). We do
not profile the uncertainties in NR yield, assuming a
model which provides excellent agreement with LUX
data (Fig. 1 and [39]), in addition to being conservative
compared to past works [23]. We also do not account
for uncertainties in astrophysical parameters, which are
beyond the scope of this work. Signal models in S1 and S2

are obtained for each WIMP mass from full simulations.
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FIG. 5. The LUX 90% confidence limit on the spin-
independent elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section (blue),
together with the ±1� variation from repeated trials, where
trials fluctuating below the expected number of events for
zero BG are forced to 2.3 (blue shaded). We also show
Edelweiss II [41] (dark yellow line), CDMS II [42] (green line),
ZEPLIN-III [43] (magenta line) and XENON100 100 live-
day [44] (orange line), and 225 live-day [45] (red line) results.
The inset (same axis units) also shows the regions measured
from annual modulation in CoGeNT [46] (light red, shaded),
along with exclusion limits from low threshold re-analysis
of CDMS II data [47] (upper green line), 95% allowed
region from CDMS II silicon detectors [48] (green shaded)
and centroid (green x), 90% allowed region from CRESST
II [49] (yellow shaded) and DAMA/LIBRA allowed region [50]
interpreted by [51] (grey shaded).

The observed PLR for zero signal is entirely consistent
with its simulated distribution, giving a p-value for the
background-only hypothesis of 0.35. The 90% C. L.
upper limit on the number of expected signal events
ranges, over WIMP masses, from 2.4 to 5.3. A variation
of one standard deviation in detection e�ciency shifts
the limit by an average of only 5%. The systematic
uncertainty in the position of the NR band was estimated
by averaging the di↵erence between the centroids of
simulated and observed AmBe data in log(S2b/S1). This
yielded an uncertainty of 0.044 in the centroid, which
propagates to a maximum uncertainty of 25% in the high
mass limit.
The 90% upper C. L. cross sections for spin-

independent WIMP models are thus shown in Fig. 5
with a minimum cross section of 7.6⇥10�46 cm2 for a
WIMP mass of 33 GeV/c2. This represents a significant
improvement over the sensitivities of earlier searches [42,
43, 45, 46]. The low energy threshold of LUX permits
direct testing of low mass WIMP hypotheses where
there are potential hints of signal [42, 46, 49, 50].

-  85.3 live days acquired from April to Aug. 
2013 in fiducial mass 118 kg liquid Xe.!

- 160 events were observed between 2 and 30 
PE (S1) in the fiducial volume.!

- 99.6% rejection of ER events with 50% NR 
acceptance. !

- No events are observed below the mean of 
the NR band (0.64 ± 0.16 expected).  !

- Spacial distribution is consistent with MC 
simulations of ER events.!

- Profile likelihood analysis favors background 
only hypothesis (p-value: 0.35)

NR band

ER band

threshold

Tues:  Fiorucci
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DAMA/LIBRA

CRESST

CDM
S II Ge (LT)

XEN
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 10 (S2)

EDELWEISS LT

CDMS II Si

CDMSlite

LU
X (2013)

SuperCDM
S LT (2014)

Expected Sensitivity  
SuperCDMS LT 2014)

Results:  Low Mass

40

Note:  Assumes SHM, Spin-Independent Couplings:  This plot changes if we change assumptions! 
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Results - High + Low Mass
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DAMA/LIBRA Modulation Signal

The Experiments Part 2:  Addressing a Long Standing 
Issue    
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Signal Modulation

43

- As a result, the flux of WIMPs 
passing through Earth 
modulates over the course of a 
year as Earth rotates around 
the sun.

Baryons
orbit ‘together’
roughly circular orbits
small velocity dispersion

Halo DM
orbit ‘individually’
no circular preference
large velocity dispersion Vθ  (at out galactic radius)

220 km/s0 km/s

DM Stars

3.  Annual Modulation

- Baryons travel together in roughly 
circular orbits with small velocity 
dispersion!

- Dark matter particles travel 
individually with no circular 
dependence and large velocity 
dispersion!
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DAMA/LIBRA
- DAMA !

- 100 kg NaI array operated 
from 1996 - 2002 in 
Laboratori Nazionali del 
Gran Sasso.!

- Measures scintillation 
from particle interactions 
in detectors.

- No discrimination between nuclear and 
electron recoils!

- Positive results reported in 1998.!

- LIBRA !

- 250 kg array operating since 2003 with first 
results in 2008.
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DAMA/LIBRA

- Modulation has been observed over 13 cycles.!

- Significance is 8.9σ.!

- Signal is observed only in lowest energy bin.

45

Dark Matter Searches Rick Gaitskell, Brown University, LUX / DOE

DAMA / LIBRA

•Annual Modulation
Significance is 8.9σ 
1-2% effect in bin count rate 
Appears in lowest energy bins
Can another experiment observe this 

effect?
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KIMS
- Direct comparison to DAMA annual 

modulation signal using CsI(Tl) 
crystals!

- Pulse shape discrimination also 
possible!

- 12 crystals (104.4 kg) installed!

- Data taking from Sept 2009 - Feb. 2012

46

5 

Data with 12 crystals!

•  12 crystals (104.4kg) installed in the Cu shield. 
•  2.5 year data (Sep. 2009 – Feb. 2012) 
• Background Level : 2~3 cpd/kg/keV  
•  Source calibration with 55Fe & 241Am 
•  1 year of data (Sep. 2009 – Aug. 2010) published with 

PSD analysis. 
• Backgrounds are well understood. 

Total backgrounds 
Multiple –hit  backgrounds 

MC 
Data 

- Pulse shape discrimination excludes 
DAMA/LIBRA - PRL 108, 181301 (2012)!

- No annual modulation is observed.!

- Data taking continues, upgrades planned.
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CoGeNT
- Dotted lines are unconstrained modulations, 

solid lines imposed annual modulations.!

- Arrows indicate DAMA/LIBRA maximums.  
The phase of the modulation appears to be in 
agreement with DAMA/LIBRA.!

- This analysis yields a preference of 2.2 σ over 
the null hypothesis in the three year data.!

- Modulation amplitude is found to be 4-7 
times larger than predicted by the Standard 
Halo Model.

47

Future plans to build C-4.!
- 1/3 noise of existing CoGeNT detector!
- 3 x CoGeNT detector mass (1.3 kg)!
- aim for 10x mass increase

arXiv:  1401.3295
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FIG. 1. (color online) The rate of CDMS II nuclear-recoil
band events is shown for the 5.0–11.9 keVnr interval (dark
blue), after subtracting the best-fit unmodulated rate, �d,
for each detector. The horizontal bars represent the time
bin extents, the vertical bars show ±1� statistical uncertain-
ties (note that one CDMS II time bin is of extremely short
duration). The CoGeNT rates (assuming a nuclear-recoil en-
ergy scale) and maximum-likelihood modulation model in this
energy range (light orange) are shown for comparison. The
CDMS exposure starts in late 2007, while the CoGeNT expo-
sure starts in late 2009.

rates in this energy range with amplitudes greater than
0.06 [keV

nr

kg day]�1 are excluded at the 99% C.L.
For comparison, a similar analysis was carried out us-

ing the publicly available CoGeNT data [19]. Our analy-
sis of CoGeNT data is consistent with previously pub-
lished analyses [6, 7, 14]. Figure 3 shows the modu-
lated spectrum of both CDMS II and CoGeNT, assum-
ing the phase (106 days) which best fits the CoGeNT
data over the full CoGeNT energy range. Compatibil-
ity between the annual modulation signal of CoGeNT
and the absence of a significant signal in CDMS is de-
termined by a likelihood-ratio test, which involves cal-
culating � ⌘ L

0

/L
1

, where L
0

is the combined max-
imum likelihood of the CoGeNT and CDMS data as-
suming both arise from the same simultaneous best-fit
values of M and �, while L

1

is the product of the maxi-
mum likelihoods when the best-fit values are determined
for each dataset individually. The probability distribu-
tion function of �2 ln� was mapped using simulation,
and agreed with the �2 distribution with two degrees
of freedom, as expected in the asymptotic limit of large
statistics and away from physical boundaries. The simu-
lation found only 82 of the 5⇥103 trials had a likelihood
ratio more extreme than was observed for the two ex-
periments, confirming the asymptotic limit computation
which indicated 98.3% C.L. incompatibility between the
annual-modulation signals of CoGeNT and CDMS for the
5.0–11.9 keV

nr

interval.
We extend this analysis by applying the same method

to CDMS II single-scatter and multiple-scatter events
without applying the ionization-based nuclear-recoil cut.
These samples are both dominated by electron recoils.
Figure 4 shows the confidence intervals for the allowed
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FIG. 2. (color online) Allowed regions for annual modulation
of CoGeNT (light orange) and the CDMS II nuclear-recoil
sample (dark blue), for the 5.0–11.9 keVnr interval. In this
and the following polar plot, a phase of 0 corresponds to Jan-
uary 1st, the phase of a modulation signal predicted by generic
halo models (152.5 days) is highlighted by a dashed line, and
68% (thickest), 95%, and 99% (thinnest) C.L. contours are
shown.
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FIG. 3. (color online) Amplitude of modulation vs. energy,
showing maximum-likelihood fits for both CoGeNT (light or-
ange circles, 68% confidence interval shown with vertical line)
and CDMS nuclear-recoil singles (dark blue rectangles, 68%
confidence interval given by rectangle height). The phase that
best fits CoGeNT over all energies (106 days) was chosen for
this representation. The upper horizontal scale shows the
electron-recoil-equivalent energy scale for CoGeNT events.
The 5–11.9 keVnr energy range over which this analysis over-
laps with the low-energy channel of CoGeNT has been divided
into 3 (CDMS) and 6 (CoGeNT) equal-sized bins.

arXiv:  1203.1309

- 5.0 - 11.9 keVnr  region 
considered. !

- Rule out modulated rates with 
amplitude greater than  
0.07 [keVnr kg day]-1 .!

- updates to analysis underway
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FIG. 1. (color online) The rate of CDMS II nuclear-recoil
band events is shown for the 5.0–11.9 keVnr interval (dark
blue), after subtracting the best-fit unmodulated rate, �d,
for each detector. The horizontal bars represent the time
bin extents, the vertical bars show ±1� statistical uncertain-
ties (note that one CDMS II time bin is of extremely short
duration). The CoGeNT rates (assuming a nuclear-recoil en-
ergy scale) and maximum-likelihood modulation model in this
energy range (light orange) are shown for comparison. The
CDMS exposure starts in late 2007, while the CoGeNT expo-
sure starts in late 2009.

rates in this energy range with amplitudes greater than
0.06 [keV

nr

kg day]�1 are excluded at the 99% C.L.
For comparison, a similar analysis was carried out us-

ing the publicly available CoGeNT data [19]. Our analy-
sis of CoGeNT data is consistent with previously pub-
lished analyses [6, 7, 14]. Figure 3 shows the modu-
lated spectrum of both CDMS II and CoGeNT, assum-
ing the phase (106 days) which best fits the CoGeNT
data over the full CoGeNT energy range. Compatibil-
ity between the annual modulation signal of CoGeNT
and the absence of a significant signal in CDMS is de-
termined by a likelihood-ratio test, which involves cal-
culating � ⌘ L
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is the combined max-
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suming both arise from the same simultaneous best-fit
values of M and �, while L
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is the product of the maxi-
mum likelihoods when the best-fit values are determined
for each dataset individually. The probability distribu-
tion function of �2 ln� was mapped using simulation,
and agreed with the �2 distribution with two degrees
of freedom, as expected in the asymptotic limit of large
statistics and away from physical boundaries. The simu-
lation found only 82 of the 5⇥103 trials had a likelihood
ratio more extreme than was observed for the two ex-
periments, confirming the asymptotic limit computation
which indicated 98.3% C.L. incompatibility between the
annual-modulation signals of CoGeNT and CDMS for the
5.0–11.9 keV

nr

interval.
We extend this analysis by applying the same method

to CDMS II single-scatter and multiple-scatter events
without applying the ionization-based nuclear-recoil cut.
These samples are both dominated by electron recoils.
Figure 4 shows the confidence intervals for the allowed
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FIG. 2. (color online) Allowed regions for annual modulation
of CoGeNT (light orange) and the CDMS II nuclear-recoil
sample (dark blue), for the 5.0–11.9 keVnr interval. In this
and the following polar plot, a phase of 0 corresponds to Jan-
uary 1st, the phase of a modulation signal predicted by generic
halo models (152.5 days) is highlighted by a dashed line, and
68% (thickest), 95%, and 99% (thinnest) C.L. contours are
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FIG. 3. (color online) Amplitude of modulation vs. energy,
showing maximum-likelihood fits for both CoGeNT (light or-
ange circles, 68% confidence interval shown with vertical line)
and CDMS nuclear-recoil singles (dark blue rectangles, 68%
confidence interval given by rectangle height). The phase that
best fits CoGeNT over all energies (106 days) was chosen for
this representation. The upper horizontal scale shows the
electron-recoil-equivalent energy scale for CoGeNT events.
The 5–11.9 keVnr energy range over which this analysis over-
laps with the low-energy channel of CoGeNT has been divided
into 3 (CDMS) and 6 (CoGeNT) equal-sized bins.

CDMS II!
CoGeNT 

Note:!
Uses CoGeNT data before fire.
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DM-ICE:  Direct Test of DAMA/LIBRA
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DM-Ice to check DAMA/LIBRA

11

DM-Ice 17kg operating since 2011 
Dominated by PMT/NaI not ice, then 

DM-Ice 250 N and finally DM-Ice 250 S
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World-Wide Experiments - Making Good Progress
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Phonon/Charge/Light:!
CDMS/SuperCDMS!
EDELWEISS!
CRESST

Charge Only:!
CoGeNT/C4!
MALBEK!
TEXONO!
CDEX!
CDMSlite

Modulation:!
DAMA/LIBRA!
DM-ICE!
KIMS!
ANAIS!
SABRE!
KamLAND-PICO

Bubble Chambers/  
Superheated:!

PICASSO!
COUPP!
PICO

Directional:!
DRIFT!
DM-TPCOther:!

DAMIC!
NEXT

Liquid Noble:!
XENON!
LUX!
Darkside!
DEAP!
CLEAN!
XMASS!
PandaX

Other:!
COURE!
Gaseous Detectors 

* Not covered in this talk
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Phonon/Charge/Light:!
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Other:!
COURE!
Gaseous Detectors 

* Not covered in this talk

Too Many Experiments, Too Little Time - 
My Apology for not Covering All
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Where Are We Going?
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SNOWMASS 2013
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Summary/Outlook
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- There are many experiments using different techniques currently running 
world wide.  The techniques employed include solid-state devices, two-phase 
and single-phase noble liquid detectors, superheated detectors.!

- Several experiments have observed excess events.  If these events are 
interpreted as dark matter CDMS Si and CoGeNT are compatible.  However, it 
is difficult to reconcile their results from CRESST and DAMA.  Furthermore, it 
is not possible to reconcile a dark matter interpretation of CoGeNT with the 
exclusion limits of LUX, XENON and SuperCDMS LT.!

- The origin of the DAMA/LIBRA modulation is still unresolved.!

- It is necessary to have several technologies in different locations and to have 
technologies that can probe both high mass and low mass regions.!

- There are many planned upgrades and extensions to existing experiments to 
achieve greater sensitivity.!

- It is an interesting time to be working in this field!


